Stem cells in prostate cancer: treating the root of the problem
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Abstract

Prostate cancer is a hormone-dependent, epithelial-derived tumor, resulting from uncontrolled growth of genetically unstable transformed cells. Stem cells are therapeutic targets for prostate cancer, but as disease progression occurs over decades, the imperative is to identify and target the cancer-repopulating cell (CRC) that maintains malignant clones. In order to achieve this goal, we will review the current knowledge of three specific types of cells, their origins, and their differentiation potential. The first is the normal stem cell, the second is the cancer cell of origin, and the third is the CRC. Specifically, we review three proposed models of stem cell differentiation in normal tissues, including linear, bidirectional, and independent lineages. We consider evidence of the cancer cell of origin arising from both basal and luminal cells. Finally, we discuss the limited data available on the identity and characterization of CRCs in localized and castrate-resistant prostate cancer, which is where we believe the focus of future research efforts should be directed. Ultimately, understanding the intrinsic or extrinsic influences that dictate the behavior of these unique cells will be instrumental in facilitating the development of new therapeutic targets for prostate cancer.
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Introduction

Prostate cancer is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in men around the world, being the most common solid tumor. In America, ~6 out of every 50 men over the age of 50 will be diagnosed with prostate cancer in his lifetime. In 2006 alone, the American Cancer Society reported 234 460 men diagnosed and 27 350 deaths from prostate cancer (Penson & Chan 2007). These statistics underscore the significance of this cancer and predict the significant health burden on our aging population. Prostate cancer is treated by surgery or radiation when confined to the organ at diagnosis, and as it is an androgen-dependent malignancy, androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) is used to control the disease, if disease relapse occurs. However, cancer cells can adapt to androgen-depleted conditions and patients inevitably progress from hormone sensitive to develop castrate-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). Carcinogenesis occurs in the prostatic epithelium, and results in sequential disruption of coordinated reciprocal signaling between stroma and epithelium (Hayward et al. 1997).

In this review, we consider stem cells as cellular targets for prostate cancer therapies. To avoid confusion throughout our review, we propose to discuss prostatic stem cells during disease progression focusing on three specific types of cells, their origins, and their differentiation potential. The first is the normal stem cell, the second is the cancer cell of origin, and the third is the cancer-repopulating cell (CRC). Conventionally, stem cells are defined by their ability to self-renew and differentiate into progeny. In normal tissues, stem cells are the epithelial populations with full lineage potential that are proven to regenerate tissue-specific progeny (Potten & Loeffler 1990, Watt & Hogan 2000). We also consider the cancer cell of origin. This is not necessarily a stem cell in normal tissue, but may also be a progenitor, which is susceptible to malignant transformation. Thirdly, we will discuss the CRC, defined as a population of biologically distinct tumor cells possessing stem cell properties. These cells have the ability to self-renew, repopulate the tumor after chemotherapy, and play a role in subsequent metastasis (Bonnet & Dick 1997,
Reya et al. 2001, Wicha et al. 2006). Other terms which have been used for CRCs are ‘cancer stem cells’ or ‘cancer-initiating cells’, but this terminology does not distinguish adequately between a cancer cell of origin and a CRC. Thus, for the purposes of this review, we will avoid these terms and instead use stem cell, cancer cell of origin, and CRC, as defined earlier.

Of all these stem cell types, the most appropriate therapeutic target is the CRC. However, there is a need to know the relationship between stem cells in normal tissue, cancer cell(s) of origin, and CRCs. Herein, we present three proposed models of stem cell differentiation in normal tissues, including linear, bidirectional, and independent lineages. We present evidence for cancer cell(s) of origin from progenitors of both basal and luminal cells. Finally, we discuss the limited data available on the identity and characterization of CRCs in localized and advanced prostate cancer, which we believe is where future research efforts should be directed.

### Prostatic stem cells in normal tissue

#### Classification of prostatic epithelial cell types in normal tissue

In order to discuss the role of stem cells in normal tissues, it is important to identify the key cell types of the normal epithelium. Prostatic epithelium is composed of multiple differentiated cell types, including basal, luminal (secretory), and neuroendocrine cells. In addition, an intermediate cell type that shares properties of both luminal and basal cells is described (De Marzo et al. 1998, Wang et al. 2001, Uzgare et al. 2004, Signoretti & Loda 2007). Luminal secretory cells make up the majority of the epithelial layer and because they express androgen receptors (ARs), they can respond directly to androgens by simulating production and secretion of prostatic proteins, such as prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and prostatic acid phosphatase (Coffey 1992, Hudson 2004, Kurita et al. 2004). Basal cells exist as one or two layers attached to the basement membrane below the luminal cells (McNeal 1981, 1988, Kurita et al. 2004, Heer et al. 2007) and can be distinguished from other prostatic cells by their morphology, ranging from small, flattened cells with condensed chromatin and small amounts of cytoplasm to cuboidal-like cells with an increased cytoplasm and more open-appearing chromatin. In the human prostate, basal cells form a continuous layer, whereas in other species they are more scattered in appearance. This is reflected in the ratio of basal:luminal cells, which is ~1:1 in human prostate, whereas the average ratio in other species, such as mouse, dog, monkey, and rat, is ~1:7 (El-Alfy et al. 2000). Basal cells usually have low AR expression and exclusively express p63 (a homolog of the tumor suppressor gene p53; Signoretti et al. 2000, Signoretti & Loda 2007). Neuroendocrine cells are the least studied epithelial cell population and are believed to regulate prostate growth and development through endocrine–paracrine actions (Bostwick & Dundore 1997). They are rare cells located in the luminal layer of the epithelium, together with the secretory cells they tend to be more abundant in the major ducts and more sparsely present in acinar tissue (Abrahamsson 1999).

Prostatic epithelial cells are identified by their morphological appearance, location, and also distinct patterns of marker expression. Basal cells express cytokeratins (CKs) 5 and CK14, but not CK8 or CK18. Luminal cells are devoid of basal cell markers, expressing CK8 and CK18, but not CK5 or CK14. Intermediate cells express CKs of both basal and luminal cells (CKs 5, 14, 8, and 18; De Marzo et al. 1998, Wang et al. 2001, Uzgare et al. 2004, Signoretti & Loda 2007; see Fig. 1). Throughout this review, these cell types will be denoted as basal (CK5\(^+\)8\(^–\)), intermediate (CK5\(^+\)8\(^+\)), and luminal (CK5\(^–\)8\(^+\)) cells.

#### Identity and characterization of prostatic stem cells in normal tissue

Although the prostate is a slow growing organ with limited cycles of cell proliferation and apoptosis, prostatic stem cells exist within the epithelium, which are capable of regenerating the adult organ (DeKlerk & Coffey 1978). Although stem cells in the normal prostate are not a direct target for cancer therapies, fundamental understanding of their identity and characteristics provide an imperative basis to our understanding of cancer cell(s) of origin and CRCs. There is a significant controversy in the field with regard to these cells based on conflicting data, leading to multiple proposed differentiation hierarchies. We review three generally accepted models of stem cell differentiation in normal tissue, including linear, bidirectional, and independent lineages. The true stem cell hierarchy(s) is likely to involve a combination of all models, but more data are required to resolve this issue.

#### Linear differentiation model

Adult prostatic stem cells were originally postulated to reside within the basal cell compartment because of the ability of the prostatic epithelium to regress and regenerate from residual basal cells after repeated
cycles of castration and testosterone replacement (DeKlerk & Coffey 1978, Kyprianou & Isaacs 1988, Montpetit et al. 1988, Verhagen et al. 1988). Biologically, basal cells exhibit many stem cell characteristics, including their relatively undifferentiated state, high proliferative capacity, protection from apoptosis, and a long life span (Potten & Loeffler 1990, Bonkhoff et al. 1994, De Marzo et al. 1998, Foster et al. 2002). A linear hierarchical model of stem cell differentiation in prostatic epithelia is defined by Isaacs & Coffey (1989), where stem cells within the basal layer give rise to one stem cell copy (self-renewal) and one multipotent progenitor cell (or transient amplifying cell), by asymmetric cell division. During expansion, progenitor cells translocate toward the luminal cell layer and gain either exocrine or neuroendocrine characteristics through an intermediate cell phenotype (Bonkhoff 1996, De Marzo et al. 1998, van Leenders & Schalken 2001; Fig. 2A). This linear model is similar to other regenerative tissues such as bone marrow, skin, intestinal tract, and squamous epithelium, as demonstrated by studies that use cell surface markers to isolate enriched populations that are identified as putative stem cells based on their regenerative functionality using in vitro and in vivo assays.

The ability to isolate and study stem cells in human prostate tissues based on cell surface markers is limited by the availability of healthy tissue from an undiseased human prostate gland. Therefore, most findings are established and extrapolated from the use of mouse models. Several cell surface markers are reported to identify prostate stem cells in the basal cell compartment, including stem cell antigen-1 (Sca-1, also known as Ly6a), ALDH, CD133 (Prom1), Trop-2, and CD44 (Liu et al. 1997, Burger et al. 2005, Xin et al. 2005, Lawson et al. 2007, Tsujimura et al. 2007, Goldstein et al. 2008, Yao et al. 2010). However, many nonstem cells in the mouse prostate also express these markers. Most recently, Leong et al. (2008) identified CD117 (c-kit, stem cell factor receptor) as a new marker of a rare adult mouse prostatic stem cell population that fulfills all the functional characteristics of stem cells including self-renewal and full differentiation potential. Used in combination with other stem cell markers, single cells defined by the phenotype Lin−Sca-1+CD133+CD44+CD117+ regenerate prostatic epithelium that consists of all epithelial cell types and produces secretions in vivo. Long-term self-renewal capacity is evident by their ability to regenerate tissue after serial isolation and subsequent transplantation (Leong et al. 2008). CD117 expression is predominantly localized to the proximal region of the mouse prostate and is upregulated after castration-induced prostate involution, consistent with prostate stem cell identity and function. CD117+ cells are predominantly basal (CK14+) in the mouse and exclusively basal (p63+) in the human (Leong et al. 2008). This landmark paper describes single basal cells in the adult mouse prostate with multipotent, self-renewal capacity, defined by CD117 expression.

Although mouse models provide sufficient information relating to stem cells in normal tissues, translation to human tissues is inadequate. The majority of literature in human prostate is based on an enriched population of α2β1 integrin (α2β1hi) CD44+CD133+ cells described by the Maitland...
suggesting CD133$^+$ cells represent enriched prostatic stem cells, whereas CD133$^-$ cells are an enriched transient amplifying/progenitor population. Although limited, some studies use other markers in addition to CD133 to identify human prostatic stem cells, including Trop2 and CD49f, which are enriched in the basal epithelium of human prostate and show greater sphere-forming activity in vitro (Goldstein et al. 2008). Testing of other markers, including CD117, is warranted, as this marker is also expressed in basal cells of benign human prostate (Leong et al. 2008), although translation of other cell surface markers from mouse to human, such as Sca-1, is problematic because expression is not shared between species. Therefore, we currently have more functional evidence for prostatic stem cells in murine tissues than in human tissues.

**Bidirectional differentiation model**

The linear hierarchical model where CK5$^+$8$^-$ basal cells contain the prostatic stem cell population was reviewed by Wang et al. (2001), who comprehensively mapped the pattern of CK expression in mouse and human tissues during development and in the mature prostate (Wang et al. 2001). They postulated that if prostatic stem cells are located in the urogenital sinus epithelium (UGE), then CK5$^+$8$^-$ basal cells would be enriched in UGE tissues. However, they only detected CK5$^+$8$^+$ intermediate cells (that expressed the full complement of CKs) in human, mouse, and rat fetal UGE (as well as mature tissues), and therefore proposed that CK5$^+$8$^+$ intermediate cells, and not CK5$^+$8$^-$ basal cells, house the prostatic stem cell population that can divergently give rise to basal or luminal cells in a bidirectional manner (Wang et al. 2001; Fig. 2B).

A second piece of data that questions the basal cell origin of prostate stem cells, is the generation of prostatic tissue from the $p63$-knockout mouse (Kurita et al. 2004). Grafting and rescue studies using this mouse model resulted in mature epithelium (containing all prostatic cell lineages) that undergoes several rounds of serial regression/regeneration in the absence of basal cells (Kurita et al. 2004). Again, these data fail to support the suggestion that CK5$^+$8$^-$ basal cells are the ‘only’ source of prostatic stem cells, and indicate the possible existence of a distinct multipotent stem cell in the intermediate or luminal cell population.

The bidirectional model of prostatic stem cells is similar to the stem cell model of the mouse mammary gland, where the normal stem/progenitor cell hierarchy
is better documented. Mammary stem cells (MaSCs) give rise to a common (bi-potent) progenitor, which generates distinct luminal and myoepithelial progenitors that develop into independent lines of differentiated cell types, including ductal, alveolar, and myoepithelial cells (Visvader 2009). MaSCs are enriched by sorting for Lin−CD24+CD29−, and single-cell assays demonstrate their functionality in vitro and in vivo (Shackleton et al. 2006).

Independent lineage model

Both hierarchical models, including linear and bidirectional pathways, postulate that stem cells are confined to a single-cell type, either basal or intermediate cell. However, most recently new data suggest that the prostate gland may also contain stem cells in the luminal compartment, based on the identification of a rare cell that is castrate resistant. Shen’s Laboratory used the expression of the Nkx3-1 homeobox gene to indentify a luminal cell population that displays stem/progenitor properties during prostate regeneration (Wang et al. 2009). By using genetic lineage marking, rare luminal cells that express Nkx3-1 in the absence of testicular androgens (castrate-resistant Nkx3-1-expressing cells, CARNs) are shown to be bi-potent and maintain the capacity to self-renew in vivo; single-cell transplantation assays show that CARNs can reconstitute prostate ducts in renal grafts (Wang et al. 2009). Functional assays of Nkx3-1 mutant mice in serial prostate regeneration suggest that Nkx3-1 is required for stem cell maintenance. As these data do not concur with previous reports of basal cells as stem cells, Wang et al. proposed that CARNs may be an additional stem cell, such that prostatic stem cells can reside in both basal and luminal compartments, thereby giving rise to their own cell types, rather than being derived from a common stem cell. This model does not exclude the possibility that basal and/or luminal stem cells can be multipotent and generate the opposing lineage as well (Fig. 2C).

Collectively, we present data to implicate prostatic stem cells in basal, intermediate, and luminal cells, and their respective models of differentiation remain speculative. In our opinion, the proposed models may not be mutually exclusive, and all three of the pathways may be active during some stage of development (or disease progression). We also consider that it is possible that cells displaying stem cell properties occur in more than one cell type and that the characteristics that define a stem cell can be switched on or off depending on their response to extrinsic or intrinsic regulatory factors.

Cancer cell of origin

Although we cannot absolutely define stem cells in normal prostatic epithelium, there is an emerging interest in identifying the cancer cell of origin. We have defined the cancer cell of origin as the epithelial cells in normal prostate glands that are susceptible to malignant transformation and therefore capable of initiating tumorigenesis. In general, cancer can arise from normal stem cells that undergo malignant transformation, as these cells exist for the life of the patient, thereby having greater chance of harboring genetic insults leading to tumorigenesis (Reya et al. 2001). Alternatively, transient amplifying or progenitor cells can give rise to malignancy, in a process where more rapidly proliferating cells harbor genetic insults leading to tumor formation (Signoretti & Loda 2007). Without a clear definition of stem cells in normal prostate (and considering there may be more than one), it is difficult to determine whether the cancer cell of origin in prostate cancer is a stem cell, multipotent progenitor/transient amplifying cell, or a more differentiated progeny. Nonetheless, evidence exists that the cellular origin can include both basal and luminal (CARN) cells.

Although putative stem/progenitor cells can reside in CK5+8− basal cells, a diagnostic feature of human prostate cancer is the loss of basal cells (Humphrey 2007, Grisanzio & Signoretti 2008). Therefore, prostate cancer can potentially arise from oncogenic transformation of CK5+8− basal cells resulting in rapid differentiation to a luminal phenotype, or alternatively from stem or multipotent progenitor cells within the CK5+8+ intermediate or CK5−8+ luminal populations where stem cells or CARNs are proposed to reside. This is certainly true in the well-characterized mouse mammary epithelium, where aberrant proliferation of the luminal progenitor population, rather than MaSCs, is shown to be the target for transformation in BRAC1-associated tumors (Lim et al. 2009). In addition, the multiple subclassification of breast cancer types can be associated with tumors arising from different epithelial cells in the hierarchical tree, suggesting that multiple cell types have the capacity to become tumorigenic (Visvader 2009). This may be similar in prostate cancer, but our understanding is not so advanced as in breast cancer and based on the occurrence of luminal or neuroendocrine tumors, subclassifications of tumor linked to the specific cell type of origin are unknown.

There is evidence to implicate both basal and luminal populations containing cancer cell(s) of origin in prostate cancer. First, multiple lines of evidence
demonstrate initiation of prostate cancer from luminal (and possibly intermediate) cells, based on targeted gene disruption by Cre-recombinase under the control of the probasin (either probasin or ARR2/probasin) or PSA promoters that show luminal-specific expression. The genetic targets vary widely, including Pten tumor suppressor gene (Ma et al. 2005), myc (Ellwood-Yen et al. 2003), and Nkx3-1 (Iwata et al. 2010), which result in tumorigenesis under luminal-specific expression. Targeted deletion of Pten in CARNs results in rapid carcinoma formation after androgen-mediated regeneration (Wang et al. 2009). These data indicate that luminal cells, including the CARNs as luminal stem cells, represent a population that is an efficient target for oncogenic transformation in prostate cancer. Together, these findings indicate that luminal cells represent a potential cancer cell of origin.

Alternatively, a body of work by the Witte Laboratory provides evidence to suggest that basal cells can initiate preneoplastic and cancerous lesions. For example, loss of PTEN negatively regulates p63+ prostatic basal cell proliferation without blocking differentiation, resulting in an expansion of a prostate stem/progenitor-like subpopulation, using defined cell lineage markers including Sca-1+, Bcl-2+, and CD49fhi cells (Wang et al. 2006, Mulholland et al. 2009, Lawson et al. 2010). Most recently, this group introduced a series of genetic alterations into prospectively identified populations of mouse basal stem and luminal cells and showed basal cells, but not luminal cells, are efficient targets for prostate cancer initiation (Lawson et al. 2010). Whether there are two independent cancer cells of origin in the prostate remains unknown.

When considering translation of this information to human tissues, again the data are limited. Studies in human prostate cancer indicate that CD133+ is a common marker of cells with stem-cell-like properties in both nonmalignant and malignant tissues (Richardson et al. 2004, Collins et al. 2005). This led to the assumption that CD133+ stem cells in normal tissues are the cancer cell of origin in prostate cancer. However, an opposing view was proposed by Vander Griend et al. (2008), who proposed that prostate cancer is derived from AR+ cells, which are unlikely to be stem cells in normal tissues, and tumor cells subsequently acquire ‘stem-like activity’ by gaining expression of CD133+. Similar to breast cancer, there may be more than one cellular origin of human prostate cancer, which may correlate with tumor phenotype, but is yet to be formally documented.

**Cancer-repopulating cells**

In cancer, a population of biologically distinct tumor cells possessing stem cell properties are defined as CRCs. These cells have proliferative potential to maintain tumor bulk and resist chemotherapy in order to repopulate the tumor and cause metastasis after cancer treatment (Reya et al. 2001). In general, CRCs are proposed to conform to one of two proposed models of differentiation. Originally, a hierarchical model of CRC differentiation suggests that CRCs and their progenitors give rise to more differentiated cells with less regenerative potential (Reya et al. 2001, Dick 2009). This model is based on fractionation of tumor cells using cell surface markers to isolate rare subsets of tumors cells from the brain, blood, and colon that display exclusive tumor regenerating potential in colony-forming assays and in vivo transplantsations in immune-deficient mice (Bonnet & Dick 1997, O’Brien et al. 2007). However, xenotransplantation studies using fractionated cell populations are complicated because of the tumor cell interactions with the microenvironment, mediated by both soluble and membrane-bound factors (Hanahan & Weinberg 2000). The rarity of human tumor cells that survive transplantation may simply reflect the cells that can most readily adapt to growth in a foreign (mouse) milieu. This is confirmed by the variation in results with advancing use of different immune compromised mouse hosts, such as NOD-SCID-IL2Rγnull (NSG) mice (Kelly et al. 2007). In melanoma, the original frequency of xenotransplantation of human metastatic melanoma cells is reported to be 1 in 1,090,000 when transplanted into NOD/SCID mice (Schatton et al. 2008), whereas recent data by Quintana et al. (2008) showed that ~1 in 4 (25%) unselected tumor cells are capable of tumor formation in NSG mice, demonstrating the crucial reliance of optimal transplantation conditions in determining tumorigenic potential in vivo. Therefore, tumorigenic assays for prostate CRCs must ensure the survival of human cancer cells in the model being used, so that any read out of repopulating potential is related only to its biological properties, and not to limitations of the assay. Based on the repopulating capacity of a greater proportion of the tumor in NSG mice, an alternative CRC model is proposed, where all cancer cells are homogeneous (equal), and that random influences change the behavior of individual cells, including intrinsic factors such as transcription factors or signaling pathways and/or extrinsic factors such as host factors, microenvironment, and immune
response. This stochastic model, based on clonal evolution, suggests that CRCs are derived from populations of cancer cells that confer a selective growth advantage and are not restricted to a particular cell type within the tumor (Campbell & Polyak 2007). Unlike the hierarchical model, clonal evolution is a nonstructured multistaged process, where different clones can obtain this advantage throughout the cancer progression, resulting in intratumoral variation (Shackleton et al. 2009). This alternate model also provides a plausible explanation for the biological and functional heterogeneity detected in tumors.

**CRCs in prostate cancer**

In prostate cancer, the identification and characterization of CRCs (or cells with selective growth advantage) may be different in androgen-dependent disease compared to castrate-resistant disease. Therefore, in this section, we will consider localized and CRPC separately (Fig. 3). Localized tumors are composed of a heterogeneous mix of cell types, and the differentiation capacity and hierarchical relationship between these cell types have not been defined, particularly in human tissues. Less is known about the cellular components of CRPC tumors. As mice are extremely resistant to prostate cancer initiation, models of carcinogenesis in rodents are often artificial and show minimal resemblance to the actual biology in human prostate. Therefore, the majority of studies that attempt to identity and characterize CRCs in prostate cancer use human tissues.

**CRCs in localized prostate cancer**

The identity of CRCs in prostate cancer, defined by the functional ability to undergo self-renewal and differentiate the entire progeny of the tumor mass, is unclear. The putative stem cell marker, CD133⁺, isolates prostate cancer cells with stem-cell-like properties, including a significant capacity for self-renewal and regeneration of phenotypically mixed populations of nonclonogenic cells that express differentiated cell products, including AR and PSA in vitro (Collins et al. 2005). This population represents ~0.1% of cells in prostatic tumors, without correlation to Gleason grade. These data, conducted using in vitro assays, represent the only attempt to prospectively isolate CRCs in human prostate cancer. Unlike other tumor types, including melanoma, leukemia, brain, or colon, functional identification of CRCs using transplantation and limiting dilution assays in vivo has not been conducted. This is an important area of research if we are to consider CRCs as cellular or molecular targets for therapy.

**CRCs in CRPC**

Without identifying or characterizing CRCs in localized prostate cancer, it is difficult to determine their role in progression to metastasis or the development of CRPC. Regardless, it is evident that there is a subpopulation of prostate cancer cells that are resistant to current therapeutics, particularly ADT, which is a front line therapy for advanced disease. When tumors relapse after ADT, presumably because of the repopulating potential of a subset of cancer cells, treatment consists of symptom management and at

---

**Figure 3** Prostate cancer-repopulating cells. In localized, androgen-dependent prostate cancer (left panel), cancer-repopulating cells (CRCs) are proposed to be a rare subpopulation distinguishable from the bulk of the tumor by their ability to survive treatment and regenerate tumor mass. The identity of these cells is less defined than that of in other solid tumors, but CD133 is postulated to enrich prostate cancer CRCs. The expression status of AR in human CD133⁺ CRCs remains under debate, but the tumor bulk is AR⁺ and is therefore androgen dependent. After failed front line therapies (i.e. radical prostatectomy or radiotherapy), patients commonly undergo androgen deprivation therapy (ADT). Recurrent disease after this treatment leads to castrate-resistant prostate cancer. In these tumors, the residual cancer cells gain the ability to adapt the androgen-depleted environment and synthesize their own androgens de novo in order to mediate and maintain cancer cell survival and growth. It is unknown whether the adaptive ability is common to all cancer cells or restricted to CRCs from the earlier stage tumor.
times toxic chemotherapy although patients invariably succumb to the disease.

In CRPC, tumor cells adapt to the low-androgen environment and continue to mediate androgen signaling by AR overexpression, amplification, mutation, and altered coregulator interactions (Scher et al. 2004), but also by gaining the ability to synthesize sufficient androgens de novo to activate AR pathways and allow the growth of cancer despite negligible amounts of androgens in the circulation (Locke et al. 2008; Fig. 3). Whether all cells or only a selected population are capable of renewing and repopulating based on their ability to make androgens or express the AR (potentially as a result of clonal selection) is unknown. Identifying the subpopulation responsible for de novo steroid genesis would give invaluable insight into advanced prostate cancer biology, and create novel targets for castrate-resistant disease.

**Molecular targets for CRCs in prostate cancer**

In an attempt to identify molecular factors that can specifically target stem cells in normal tissue or CRCs in prostate cancer, two genetic profiling studies are reported on benign and malignant prostatic CD133+ epithelial cells isolated from human specimens. In benign prostatic hyperplasia, CD133+ cells expressed genes relating to undifferentiated cells such as TDGF1, and targets of the Wnt and Hedgehog developmental pathways, whereas CD133− cells showed upregulated proliferation and metabolism genes, related more specifically to a transient amplifying population (Shepherd et al. 2008). In cancer, specifically CRPC, CD133+ cells displayed a more transient amplifyng population phenotype with increased metabolic activity and proliferation, possibly explaining the transition from a relatively quiescent state to an active growing tumor phenotype, perhaps reflecting that CD133 isolates biologically distinct cells from benign compared to malignant tissues (Shepherd et al. 2008). Similar array analysis on cultured samples of localized primary human prostate cancer reveals CD133+ cells display a pro-inflammatory phenotype as NFκB expression is increased reflecting the immune responsiveness of CD133+ cells (Birnie et al. 2008). With further investigation and discovery of the identity of CRCs, the molecular targets within these cells will become evident and may lead to clinical applications for men with prostate cancer.

**The role of endocrine hormones in regulation of stem cell types**

All three stem cells (normal stem cells, cancer cell of origin, and CRCs) reside in a niche environment, predominantly composed of prostatic stroma that plays a major role in dictating stem cell fate. Extensive studies on prostate gland development show that epithelial differentiation is induced and maintained by stromal signaling, specifically mediated by hormonal and paracrine signaling mechanisms (Cunha & Donjacour 1989): direct androgen binding to epithelial ARs is not required for epithelial differentiation (Chung & Cunha 1983, Takeda et al. 1990), but is essential for the induction and maintenance of secretory activity (Donjacour & Cunha 1993, Cunha 1994). The potent effect of stromal induction and essential requirement of androgens for prostate development are reflected by the fact that other tissue types differentiate into prostate when grown with inductive prostatic mesenchyme in male host mice that provide an androgen-rich endocrine environment (Taylor et al. 2009). Of note, almost all the in vivo studies testing the growth and/or tumor potential of subpopulations of cells, co-transplanted inductive prostatic stroma (Lawson et al. 2007, 2010, Goldstein et al. 2008, Leong et al. 2008, Mulolland et al. 2009, Lukacs et al. 2010). Without the stromal-mediated AR signaling, it is unlikely that the fractionated cell populations would survive and/or proliferate in vivo, regardless of their AR status, as stromal—epithelial signaling is integral to prostatic differentiation.

In prostate cancer, the stromal niche or micro-environment also plays a critical role in regulating differentiation of CRCs, potentially by altered endocrine and/or paracrine signaling. Prostatic tumor stroma has a distinct phenotype that is known to facilitate tumorigenesis (Taylor & Risbridger 2008), whereby carcinoma-associated fibroblasts can promote tumor progression and contribute to metastasis (Olumi et al. 1999). Some of the key regulators of this activity are members of the transforming growth factor β superfamily and/or specific chemokines and cytokines that promote malignant transformation of the epithelium (Joesting et al. 2005, Ao et al. 2007). Although AR expression is high in developing nonmalignant prostatic stroma, AR expression in prostate cancer stroma is often low to detect (Henshall et al. 2001, Ricciardelli et al. 2005, Wikstrom et al. 2009). This provides an imbalance in the stromal—epithelial steroid signaling in cancer compared to normal tissues, and this altered microenvironment significantly affects the growth and differentiation signals received by the
epithelium, especially CRCs, although this interaction remains relatively unexplored.

Similar to the prostate gland, the mammary gland is a hormone-dependent organ susceptible to tumorigenesis. The recent prospective isolation of MaSCs (in addition to committed progenitor and mature luminal cells) from murine tissues shows a receptor-negative phenotype for ERα, PR, and ErbB2 (Asselin-Labat et al. 2006, Shackleton et al. 2006). Regardless of this, MaSCs are highly responsive to steroid hormone signaling; ovariectomy markedly diminished MaSC number and outgrowth potential in vivo, whereas estrogen and progesterone increased MaSC activity in mice (Asselin-Labat et al. 2010). The same is likely to be true for prostatic stem cells, but has not been tested.

Without a clearly defined stem cell population in normal or cancerous prostate tissues, the steroid receptor status and responsiveness to androgens remain undefined. Prostatic basal cells demonstrate low levels of AR but are androgen responsive, as demonstrated by regeneration of the prostatic tissue from basal cells during re-administration of testosterone after castration in rodents (Montpetit et al. 1988, Verhagen et al. 1988, Bonkhoff & Remberger 1993, De Marzo et al. 1998). Basal cells that show stem cell properties, based on Sca-1+ cells in mouse and CD133+ cells in human, also express low or no AR expression compared to their negative counterparts (Wang et al. 2006, Heer et al. 2007). The AR expression and sensitivity to androgens is characterized in the linear hierarchical model where CK5+8− basal cells (containing stem cells and transient amplifying or progenitor cells) are AR−, whereas CK5+8+ intermediate and CK5−8+ luminal cells are AR+ (De Marzo et al. 1998, Uzgare et al. 2004). In keeping with known expression patterns of luminal prostatic epithelia, CARNs (luminal stem cells) always express AR (Wang et al. 2009). In human prostate cancer, there is a debate over the AR status of CD133+ cells, as they were originally reported to be AR− (Richardson et al. 2004), but conflicting data suggest that CD133+ cells responsible for tumor propagation and progression are AR+ and therefore are direct targets for androgen stimulation (Vander Griend et al. 2008). As the use of cell surface markers to isolate fractionated cell populations usually enriches for cells of mixed phenotypes, the function and repopulating potential of AR+ and/or AR− cells remains unknown. It is possible with the advancing identification of prostatic stem cells that a pure AR− population will be identified in nonmalignant tissues, similar to the MaSC, but the AR status in localized or CRPC tumors may vary between cancer types. Additionally, the expression of estrogen receptors (ERs), ERα and ERβ is unknown, but is of interest based on the integral role of estrogens in prostate carcinogenesis (Ellem & Risbridger 2007, Risbridger et al. 2010). Overall, ERα is low to detect in prostatic epithelial cells where ERβ is predominantly expressed. ERβ expression is highly variable in human tissues depending on disease status (Leav et al. 2001). Recent data from our laboratory show that an ERβ agonist compound selectively induces apoptosis in castrate-resistant CD133+ basal cells, providing a rationale for further exploration of the role of ERβ in prostatic stem cells and in cancer (McPherson et al. 2010).

Conclusions

Relapse of prostate cancer in patients with advanced disease after ADT occurs because a proportion of cancer cells resist hormone therapy and become castrate resistant. It is possible that these cells are CRCs that we believe should continue to be the focus of intensive research effort. Achieving this goal is hampered by lack of clarity around the identity of the normal prostatic stem cell(s) and the cancer cell(s) of origin. Stem cells exist in both basal and luminal cell populations and are postulated to comprise intermediate cells that possess characteristics of both cell types. Likewise, the cellular origin of cancer can be from basal and/or luminal cells, using mouse models of prostate cancer. Although we continue to search for the identity of specific stem cells types (normal prostatic stem cells, cancer cells of origin, and/or CRCs) that we believe reside in the normal or diseased epithelium, it is entirely possible that ‘stemness’ is acquired during repair or tumor propagation and should be considered as a dynamic or transient process that evolves due to environmental pressures, rather than an inherent or sustained property of particular cell types. This creates many challenges in stem cell research as changes in environment, which occur in cell culture and animal models, may suppress the stem cell phenotype that is active within the tumor. The development of models that accurately recreate the tumor microenvironment are vital in order to more accurately assess treatment strategies for their ability to destroy stem cells rather than just decrease the overall tumor size. By using this strategy it is hoped that treatments can be developed to rid patients of the tumors cells responsible for disease relapse and to cure them of their disease.

In the absence of agreement on the identities of cancer cells of origin or CRCs, their androgen sensitivity and responsiveness remains equivocal. The contribution of stroma to stem cell differentiation is also rarely considered, although it clearly plays
an important role in mediating androgen-stimulated paracrine signaling from the stromal microenvironment. The initial hype and hope surrounding CRCs remains, but relies on the identification of these cell populations in localized and advanced disease.
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